
Upcoming Thursday Evening Class: Ancestors and Koans
September 16—October 21

Zazen begins at 6:30 and the class runs from 7-8pm

Each week Rev. Chikyo Ewan Magie will offer a brief presentation followed by 
group sharing to keep classes interactive.  We will study and practice with Janet 
Abels’s book Making Zen Your Own: Discovering Giving Life to Twelve Key 
Golden Age Ancestors(2012), and study select koans from The Gateless Gate, 
Book of Serenity, and Blue Cliff Record. Each week, after zazen, we will 
investigate these ancestors and select koans together during our evening class 
session. 

This 6-week class will be online via Zoom for any interested practitioners.
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/260876637

Text: Making Zen Your Owns: Giving Life to Twelve Key Golden Age Ancestors 
(2012) by Janet Jiryu Abels:
https://www.amazon.com/Making-Zen-Your-Own-Ancestors/dp/0861717023  

Meeting and studying the Zen ancestors plunges practitioners into three inter-
related aspects: their journeys to awakening; the koans they present; and their lives 
as teachers in the lineage. Studying the ancestors, we inhabit and become them. As 
Bodhidharma is said to have stated, “you have my body; you have my mind; you 
have my bones; you have my marrow.”  Ideally, each of us can incorporate these 
study of ancestral lives and phrasal koan study into our daily and weekly practice. 

Sept 16: Buddha, Bodhidharma,  and Huineng– Upright Practice, No Knowing, 
and No Single Thing

Sept 23: Mazu and Shitou  –Ordinary Mind and The Grass Hut 

Sept 30: Linji and Guishan – The True Person of No Rank

and The Great Function

Oct 7: Zhaozhou, Dongshan and Baizhang – Go Have Some Tea, Just This Is It, 
and Monastic Rules

Oct 14: Xuefeng and Deshan – The Family Treasure and Thirty Blows .

Oct 21: Yunmen and Fayan –Every day is a Good Day and Not Knowing

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/260876637
https://www.amazon.com/Making-Zen-Your-Own-Ancestors/dp/0861717023


Concluding Remark: Incorporating both Making Zen Your Own and select specific 
koans into our personal practice enhances our understanding of Zen practice in 
relation to our Zen ancestors, and our vows to embody the Bodhisattva Way. 
Ideally, we practice them together to enhance our moment-to-moment awareness 
and deepen both wisdom and compassion. However, each of us can engage these 
practices both in the zendo and in daily life as a way to deepen our experience of 
Zen practice. Learning by ourselves and with others helps nurture the Bodhisattva 
spirit within each of us, manifesting wisdom and compassion amongst all beings in
the ten directions.


